A parallel, analytic approach for defining and computing the inter-and intra-molecular interfaces in three dimencrions icr described. The molecular interface surfaces are derived from approzimations to the power-diagrams over the participating molecular units. For a given molecular interface our approach can generate a family of interface surfaces parametrized by a! and ,B, where a is the radius of the solvent molecule (also known as the probe-radius) and p is the interface radius that defines the size of the molecular interface. Molecular interface surfaces provide biochemists with a powerful tool to study surface complementarity and to efficiently characterize the interactions during a protein-substrate docking. The complexity of our algorithm for molecular environments is O(nk log' k), where n is the number of atome in the participating molecular units and k is the average number of neighboring atoms -a constant, given (Y and /3.
Introduction
The driving problem that has motivated the research presented in this paper is the protein-substrate docking problem. This problem arises in the study of structure and interactions of proteins, particularly in rational drug design. For a better understanding of the fundamentals of protein structure the interested reader can see the book by Dickerson and Geis [4] . The protein-substrate docking problem is to determine the position and orientation of a protein molecule with respect to a given substrate (another molecule that may be a protein, a nucleic acid, or a drug molecule) such that the energy of interaction of the two is minimised. This problem is useful in studying enzyme catalysis and antigen-antibody interactions. These interactions have been observed to be very speciflc in their occurrence. Even slight changes in the structure of a sidechain of one of the participants have been observed to inhibit such interactions.
This docking of the protein with a substrate is characteried by geometric and electrostatic complementarity of the two surfaces and compatible hydrophilicity. Determination of the molecular surfaces at the interface of the two molecules thus plays a rather important role in solving this problem.
Molecular surfaces
The smooth surface of a molecule is the surface which an exterior probe-sphere touches as it is rolled over the (assumed) spherical atoms of that molecule. This definition of a molecular surface was first proposed by Richards [17] . This surface is useful in studying the structure and interactions of proteins. In Figure l(a) crambin is shown as a collection of spheres whose radii are the van der Waal's radii of the corresponding atoms. In Figure l (b) the molecular surface of crambin is shown for a probe-sphere radius of 1.4p1 (the radius of the spherical approximation to the water molecule).
Molecular interface surfaces
One of the important factors that influences the position and orientation of the protein with respect to the substrate in protein-substrate docking is the geometric fit or surface complementarity along the proteinsubstrate interface. Traditionally, the interface has been studied by using a clipping plane that is moved along the x-axis in the screen-space. This enables one to step-through the three-dimensional interface studying its cross-sections in a two-dimensional manner. This is a tedious process and does not readily convey the three-dimensional structure of the interface to the biochemist. The advantages of interface visualization in three dimensions are obvious when studying an interface that does not lie in a plane or when studying pairwise-interfaces across three or more molecular sub-units. Such cases often arise in practice; for example in studying the packing of a-helices in crystalline protein structures.
The definition of a molecular surface that appears in Section 1.1 is that of a complete molecular kfoce, i.e. a surface that completely envelopes a molecule. This surface is useful for visualizing the surface of a single molecule. However, when the objective is to study the interface between two or more molecules (or different sub-units within a single molecule), the complete molecular surface is a poor visualization tool. Thii is because the occlusion by the complete molecular surfaces (computed independently for each molecule) prevents the study of the inter-molecular contacts and cavities that are buried deep in the interior of the molecular interface. In this paper we define the con-A related problem is the definition of the interface between two or more molecules. Even though the concept of the interface between molecular units is intuitive and obvious, a formal and precise definition of the molecular interface region has not been given thus far.
In this paper we provide a definition of the molecular interface region.
Previous and related work
An algorithm describing analytic computation of molecular surfaces was first given by Connolly [2] . Edelsbrunner has suggested computing the molecular surfaces by using weighted a-hulls [5] . An implementation of a-hulls for spheres of equal radii (unweighted points) has been presented by Edelsbrunner and Miicke in [6] .
Let k be the average number of neighbors per atom in a molecule consisting of n atoms. It has been shown by Varshney et al in [la] that under reasonable assumptions for proteins, the average number of neighbors k: for a probe-radius of 1.4A (the radius of the water molecule) will be less than 139, irrespective of n. In practice, k has been found to be around 45 for a probe-radius of 1.4.&. In [18] an approximation to a power cell [l] is computed for each atom in parallel and is used to determine the molecular surface contribution of that atom. This algorithm requires O(n) sequential time and can be parallelized to work in O(1) time (the constant is proportional to k log k) over n processors. Halperin and Overmars in [9] use the fact that there are only a limited number of neighbors per atom to compute an O(n) complexity decomposition of an arrangement of spheres representing the atoms of a molecule. The boundary of the union of spheres is computed from this decomposition in O(n) time.
Connolly has implemented the concept of "buried surface area" [3] . The buried surface area at the interface of two molecules is defined as the sum of the surface areas of the each molecule that become inaccessible to the solvent due to the presence of the other molecule. This definition is geometrically equivalent to the work presented in this paper with the constraint c1 = /3, i.e. equal values of probe-radius and interfaceradius.
Pattern-recognition-based ideas are used to determine surface complementarity for molecules by Katchalski-Katzir et al [lo] . They map the molecules into a voxel representation and then use Fourier transforms to compute the correlation between two or more molecular sub-units.
A similar approach has plementarity of the molecular interfaces is studied amongst the digital contours formed by the iutersection of the molecular surface with each gridded plane. There also has been some other interesting geometrybased work on drug design and protein-substrate docking [12, 13, 151. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has been done in analytically defining the geometric interface of molecules based upon the concept of power diagrams.
Our approach
Let the complete molecular surfaces defined for a probe-radius (Y for the molecules A and B be represented by S(A,a) and S(B,cr), respectively. We define the molecular interface surface Z(A, B, a, /?) for a probe-radius CY and an interface-radius /3 for the two molecules A and B as the subset of S(A,CY) and S(B, a) that includes exactly those points of S(A, ct) that are within a distance p from the surface of some atom of B and exactly those points of S(B, CY) that are within a distance p from the surface of some atom of A. This is illustrated, in Figure 2 where the interface surface Z(A, B, cr, /3) is shown in bold.
I1 ij (P) n jica) Figure 4 (b) the molecular interface surface amongst the transthyretin domains for a probesphere radius CY = 2.4A and an interface-radius p = l.OA is shown.
The molecular interface surfaces. besides beinn a useful visualization tool, provide an accuracy-sensitive technique of characterizing the interactions during a protein-substrate docking. The molecular interface surfaces define a hierarchy of detail parametrized by CY and /3 at the inter-molecular interface. Given a particular value of a, one can define the interface surface by choosing a suitable value for the parameter p based on the computing power available, the desired response time, and the modeling accuracy of the physical interactions. The molecular interface surfaces for different values of cr and p for the domains of transthyretin are shown in Figure 5 .
Defining molecular interfaces
Let us first consider the interface between two molecules A and B; we shall later explain how to deal with cases with more than two molecules.
Let the two molecules A and B be represented as the sets of atoms, A = {al, az, as,. . . , a,} and B = {h,bz,h..., bm}. We first construct a threedimensional power-diagram P(A, B) of the atoms (assumed spherical) for the two molecules A and B. For molecules, the construction of such a power diagram will take time O(n + m) since the number of neighbors for any given atom is bounded by a constant. Each face of the power-diagram P(A, B) is defined by two atoms. If the two atoms defining a face are ai, 1 5 i < n and bj, 1 5 j 5 m, i.e. they belong to the different molecules, then we label such a face as an interface-face. A two-dimensional version of this concept is shown in Figure 3 where the interface-faces are shown as a bold polyline. Let us define an interfacecell az a cell in the power-diagram P(A, B) that has at least one interface-face. Let us define interface-atoms to be those atoms whose cells are interface-cells. We note that the molecular interface between molecules A and B is completely defined by the piecewise-planar surface formed by the interface-faces.
This approach can be easily extended to handle cases where more than two molecules form an interface as follows. We construct a power-diagram over the atoms of all the molecules surrounding an interface, as before. We now note that every face of such a power-diagram is defined by exactly two atoms, regardless of how many molecules participate at the interface. We label a face as an interface-face if the two atoms defining it come from two different molecules. Interface-cells and interface-atoms can now be defined just as in the two-molecule case. Ti) and U(Cj, Tj), respectively, as the plane passing through their circle of intersection. Thus, I&j = {ZIZZ(Cj -Ci) = Ti2 -Tj2 -Ci2 + Cj2}. We further adopt the notation that the chordale of two extended-radii balls corresponding to the atoms i and j, such that their radii have been extended by a! and p respectively, is denoted by: IIi(,)j(p) = {ZlSZ(Cj-Ci) = (Ti + a)"-(Tj $P)2-Ci2+Cj2}e Continuing with this notation further, it is easy to see that I&j(p) corresponds to the chordale of atom i with the P-extended-radius ball corresponding to atom j, i.e. I&j(p) = {ZlZS(Cj -Ci) = Ti2 -(Tj + p)" -Ci2 + Cj2}a
This is illustrated in Figure 2 . compute the molecular interface surface we start with the interface-atoms and proceed outwards from the interface.
We first compute the power diagram ?(A, B) over the atoms of the molecules A and B. This is efficiently done by using a global grid to localize the atoms of A and B and then generating approximations to the cells of the power diagram as described in [18] . Once the cells of the power diagram are available we identify the interface-faces, interface-cells, and interface-atoms according to their definitions given in Section 3.1. Then we initialize ABC+@) to be the set of all the interfaceatoms of A.
Next, for each atom oi E AB(+P), we generate the closed curves By, on 'P(oi, cy) due to the chordales generated by it and its neighbors: II,i(a),,i(a), oj E N(ai). The closed curves 8ci, are piecewise-circular arcs (they are in fact the union of a collection of circular arcs on g(oi, o)) and can be generated in time O(k log k), where k is the size of N(oi), the set of neighbors of ai.
The details are given in [18] . The complete molecular surface is composed of convex spherical, toroidal, and concave spherical triangular patches depending on whether the probe-sphere defining the surface is in contact with one, two, or three atoms respectively as outlined by Connolly in [2] . As explained in [18] , the vertices of the piecewisecircular closed curves By, correspond to the positions of the center of the probe-sphere when it is in contact with three atoms and are used to generate the concave spherical triangular patches. The circular arcs defining the piecewise-circular curves 8ci, correspond to the locus of the center of the probe-sphere while it is in contact with two atoms and are used to generate the toroidal patches. The interiors of the closed curves 8c<, correspond to the locus of the center of the probesphere when it is tangential to only atom oi and are used to generate the convex spherical patches. In this manner we can compute the molecular surface patches that ai contributes to S(A,a). that overlap it as follows. We generate the chordales lIaibj(p) due to the ball u(cai, rai) and each sphere in the set B(+P). The planes II,+(p) are used to clip the complete molecular surface contributed b; atom &. Generation of molecular surface patches from the components 8Cip on q (oi,o) and then clipping them by lIaibj(P) can be done efficiently in the following manner. We compute the union of the circles formed by the chordales II,i,j(,) on the sphere *(ai, CY) and then intersect it with the closed, piecewise-circular components Bcip already on the sphere *(ai, a) from the previous step. By using a central projection, discs on the sphere O(oi, a) can be mapped to discs on a plane. Thus, the computation of union and intersections of circles on a sphere can be mapped to equivalent operations on a plane. This problem has been studied by Kedem et a;l in [ll] and it is shown there that the complexity of the union of Ic circles on a plane is O(lc) and can be computed in time O(h log2 k). For our case, k! is the total number of cy and P-neighbors for a given atom.
Once such a union of circles is available on the plane, it is mapped back to the surface of the sphere @(ad, a) as a collection of faces with circular arc edges. Depending on their source, we can classify the circular arc edges into two kinds -those that arise due to the chordales Il,jbj(pl (let us refer to them collectively as 8cir) and those that arise due to the chordales H,j(CZ),j(a)>"j E N(ai) ( we refer to them collectively as &ip). Generation of the final molecular interface proceeds from the arcs Bci,, as outlined above. However, clipping due to any plane lIcribj(b) can now be done efficiently by locating its corresponding circulararc amongst 8ciq and doing the clipping only along the length of the arc (and not over the entire surface contribution of oi to S(A, a). Thus the generation of the clipped surface patches now takes time O(JS log2 Js) for every interface atom.
After the processing of ai is over, we check if any neighbor of oi overlaps with B(+P).
We include it in the list Aq+p) if it is not already there. In this manner we can incrementally update the list AB(+P) for an efficient sequential implementation.
Our approach to computing the smooth molecular surface can be parallelized over all the atoms of the molecule. Each of the steps as described above can be carried out independently for each atom.
Implementation and results
Our implementation has been done on Pixel-Planes 5 [7] , although it is general enough to be easily portable to any other parallel architecture. In our current implementation we perform the clipping of the surface patches of S(A,a) (and S(B,a) ) by the chordales lIa;bj(,r) (and l&,,,(p)) directly in three dimensions instead of mapping the entire computations on to a plane, using a union-of-circles approach, and mapping the results back in three-dimensional space as described in the previous section. Although both of these approaches are mathematically equivalent, it is easier to understand and describe the problem using a union-of-circles approach on a plane. Once the approach is clear, it is easier to implement the clipping directly in three dimensions. Table 1 shows our timings, in seconds, for computation and display of molecular interface surfaces for molecules ptO410, pglul0, and rt308, for varying probe-radii a and interface-radii /3. The four domains of the molecule ptO410 contain 915,896,915, and 896 atoms, those of pglul0 contain 914, 896, 914, and 896 atoms, and those of rt308 contain 924, 924, 924, and 924 atoms, respectively. The three molecules represent the prealbumin molecules in humans and rats. We chose these three molecules as they are very similar in structure but have important differences arising at their interfaces that lead to different biochemical properties. Defining molecular interface surfaces in the manner that we have done allows one to study the differences amongst these molecules at the interface of their domains.
The results from our approach for molecule ptO4-10 (transthyretin) are shown in Figure 5 . We have also demonstrated the interface amongst alpha-helices for cytochrome (Protein Data Bank file pdb266b.ent) in Figure 6 . For these results we were using a configuration of 28 Intel i860 processors. We tessellate the molecular interface surface and display it using triangles. If visualization of the interface surfaces is the only goal then an interesting alternative for implementing interface surfaces could be to use the hardware texture mapping by using boolean textures for clipping the complete molecular surfaces [14, 8, 161 . However, the advantage of explicitly computing a tessellated molecular interface surface is that besides visualization it can be also used for localizing the interactions occurring across the molecular interface. This is outlined further in Section 5.
In general we expect the biochemists to arrive at a reasonable value for the interface-radius /3 through their knowledge of the molecular interface characteristics and by interactively visualizing the interface with different values of ,0.
actions at a molecular interface. Therefore these surfaces should also find use in increasing the efficiency of the algorithms that process the electrostatic and hydrophilic interactions at the interface. Thus, these results provide a general framework for further research on the geometric and electrostatic complementarity and hydrophilic compatibility in the protein-substrate docking problem. We hope that this will allow one to characterize and visualize the molecular interface complementarity better and encourage further research in the area of molecular docking.
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